Why Reveal(x) 360?

• Helps security teams decrease risk and reduce potential damage from advanced threats.
• Deploys without agents for greater scalability and elasticity while removing friction and complexity.
• Unifies visibility, detection, & response in a single management pane.
• Improves visibility in AWS environments, even if traffic is encrypted.
• Provides real-time advanced threat detection dynamically updated as infrastructures and threats evolve.
• Enhances existing AWS-native tools and offers integrations with third-party vendors like CrowdStrike.

Frictionless SaaS-Based Cloud Security

Securing the modern enterprise means defending a complex web of applications and data spread across cloud, hybrid, and remote deployments. With Reveal(x) 360 network detection and response (NDR), you gain unified visibility, detection, and response capabilities to stop advanced threats faster and manage your attack surface with confidence.

Product features

Advanced Threat Detection
Reclaim the upper hand against cyber attackers:
• Cloud-scale ML analyzes network data to identify suspicious and malicious behaviors in real time.
• Identify known and unknown threats all while providing complete cloud coverage of attacker tactics, techniques, and procedures.

Streamlined Investigation and Threat Hunting
Intuitive workflows speed investigation and significantly reduce time to resolution:
• Cloud-hosted record store provides 90-day lookback for complete investigation.
• Quickly investigate post-compromise activities like recon and lateral movement in real time.

Respond to Alerts that Matter
Take back control in your AWS and hybrid environments:
• Creates high-fidelity alerts with context, including a related detections timeline and more.
• Empowers analysts to quickly and accurately determine the scope of incidents and workloads involved to implement appropriate responses.
How it works

SaaS-based ExtraHop Reveal(x) 360 unifies security across AWS accounts in a single management pane, securely accessible from anywhere, without the need for agents. Reveal(x) 360 integrates with AWS Control Tower to automatically set up consistent guardrails across accounts without the need for manual provisioning.

Differentiators

• A cloud-based record store with 90-day lookback provides fully hosted and managed search for streamlined incident investigation.
• Continuous PCAP is available for forensic investigation.
• Cloud-hosted services securely accessible from anywhere via a single management pane unify visibility, ML-powered threat detection, and response across AWS, hybrid, and distributed environments.
What our customers are saying

"AWS Control Tower lets us secure our video games' creative and technical assets by transparently extending ExtraHop's Network Detection and Response capabilities to new AWS Accounts and workloads the moment they are created, which enables Security to move at the speed of the business."

-Dan McDaniel, Chief Architect & InfoSec Officer, Wizards of the Coast

Additional Resources

- Reveal(x) 360 eBook
- Solution Brief
- Customer Stories
- Online Demo

Data Points

- 50% Faster Threat Detection
- 84% Faster Threat Resolution
- 99% Faster Troubleshooting
- 0 Agents Required

Solution available in AWS Marketplace